Super Strength Blue/Green Lake and Pond Colorant

Brandt Blue Shadow SS

NET CONTENTS: 32 OZ. (1 QUART) PACKAGED 12 X 1 QUART
Manufactured for:
Brandt Consolidated, Inc.
2935 South Koke Mill Road
Springﬁeld, Illinois 62711

2002-01-102

Brandt Blue Shadow SS
The use of BLUE SHADOW SS adds a natural beauty
to ponds, lakes, fountains and lagoons, coloring them
a natural, beautiful blue/green deep water hue. When
applied at the recommended rates, BLUE SHADOW SS
will not stain birds or ﬁsh and is harmless to humans
as well as wildlife.
BLUE SHADOW SS will not disrupt ﬁshing, swimming
or irrigation once the product has dispersed. However,
do not swim, ﬁsh or irrigate from ponds treated with
BLUE SHADOW SS until the product has thoroughly
dispersed.

Directions
Apply BLUE SHADOW SS at the rate of 1 qt. per 1
surface acre of water 4-8 feet deep, depending on
darkness of water desired. This range of rates can
accomplish coloration from moderate to total black.
Adjust rate as needed.
After measuring the pond or lake, and calculating the
amount needed, add approximately half that dosage to
several parts of the lake or pond, to insure even dispersion. After half of the dosage is incorporated, add the
balance of the colorant until the desired color is achieved.

Wear rubber gloves to protect hands from staining
and eye protection when handling BLUE SHADOW SS.

CAUTION
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED
Avoid contact with skin. If product comes into contact
with skin, wash thoroughly. In case of eye contact,
wash thoroughly with clear water. If irritation persists,
contact a physician immediately.
STORAGE AND HANDLING
Keep product closed when not in use. Store in a cool,
dry location. Do not reuse container.
CONDITIONS OF SALE
Seller’s guarantee shall be limited to contents and
merchantability of the product and the terms of the
label and subject thereto. The buyer assumes any
risks to persons or property arising out of use or
handling. Because the time, place, rate of applications
and other conditions of use are beyond seller’s
control, seller’s liability from storage, handling and
use of this product is limited to replacement of
product or refund of purchase price.

